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MORE THAN U2

This learning material is
taken from Ready, an Englishlanguage magazine. It can be
freely copied and distributed.

A1–A2

A0–A1

MORE THAN U2
NEW
IRISH
POP
S
STAR

Primary
10–13-year-old
students

Primary
8–11-year-old
students

We love Irish music, from folk music1
to U2 and the Pogues. But we’re not
listening to that just now. There are
some new Irish pop stars who are
making great music. You might not know
them yet, so here are some we have on
our Spotify* playlists2 at the moment.

A2–B1

Primary and
Secondary
13–16-year-old
students

B1–B2

Secondary
16–19-year-old
students

ewart

JC St

Songs to be Alone3 To

Our favourite new star is Smoothboi Ezra, aged 18, from the seaside town of Greystones.
Because of covid-19, they (Ezra uses they/them pronouns) aren’t working in music studios,
playing live concerts or meeting music journalists. Instead, they’re making music in their
bedroom. Ezra says their music is “a safe place for people”, so it’s perfect for these times.
The fans4 agree5: Ezra has more than six million Spotify streams* already.

Rocking Out6

Here’s an artist for anyone who wants guitars and goths*. Kynsy (real name
Ciara Lindsey) is another “covid artist”. Her first song, “Cold Blue Light”,
came out in 2020. Kynsy wrote and produced it alone at home. “I made the
video in my garden,” she says. In January, she did a special performance7 of
the song at home for the BBC. That’s the one we’re playing all day on Spotify.

The Sad Boy

JC Stewart (his friends call him Callum)
is a singer-songwriter8 from Northern
Ireland. He sings sweet, sad and
romantic songs with names like “Break
My Heart” and “Pick Up Your Phone”.
He jokes9 that he is “a professional
sad boy”. We’re tapping10 our feet to
“Have You Had Enough Wine?”, a song
about breaking up11 with his girlfriend.
Poor sad boy!

CLASS CHAT
►►
►►

Listen to the three artists. Which one do you
like best? Why? Which one don’t you like?
What kind of music do you like listening to:
hip-hop, pop, rhythm and blues, electronic
dance music, folk, rock...?
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Vocabulary can be
found on p. 4.
*GLOSSARY
Spotify – a digital music streaming service12. It has millions of songs,
podcasts and videos from artists all over the world.
streaming – playing audio or video on the internet. “To stream”
means to watch or listen to streaming audio / video. The number of
“streams” is how many times people have played the audio / video.
goth – a style of rock music and fashion. People who like goth wear
black clothes and make-up.
1
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TASK 1

Read the text and look at the colour photos of the three pop stars. Are the sentences below about Smoothboi
Ezra, Kynsy or JC Stewart? Write the correct names on the first line of each sentence. When we talk about
pictures, we use the present continuous*. Write the correct forms of the verbs on the second lines.

1

______________________________

______________________________ in front of some buildings. (stand)

2

______________________________

______________________________ a flower. (hold)

3

______________________________

______________________________ on the floor. (sit)

4

________________________ and ________________________ both ________________________ long hair. (have)

5

______________________________

______________________________ a hat. (wear)

6

______________________________

______________________________ a silly face. (make)

*Some verbs don’t use the present continuous (e.g. be, have and like).

TASK 2

Smoothboi Ezra uses they/them pronouns. We use they/them pronouns when we don’t know if
someone is a boy or a girl, and some English speakers use them if they don’t feel like a boy or a girl.
But it can be confusing! We have to remember that they/them pronouns use plural verbs, but
a person’s name uses singular verbs. Look at the sentences and write the correct forms of the verbs.

Example: Smoothboi Ezra is a pop star. They are 18 years old.

1

Smoothboi Ezra ______________________________ music at home. (make)

2

They ______________________________ in their bedroom. (work)

3

Ezra ______________________________ more than six million streams on Spotify. (have)

4

They ______________________________ from Greystones. (be)

TASK 3

MY POP STAR
Imagine you are a pop star. What kind of pop star are you? You can be anyone you want.
Write about your new pop star self.
Pop Star Name:
Type of Music:
Hairstyle:
Clothes Style:

Your Fans Are Called:
Something Special
About You:

Now work with a partner. One of you is a pop star and the other is a journalist.
The journalist asks questions about the pop star for a television interview.
Then switch roles.
ACTIVITY SHEET
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The instructions for the
activities on pp. 1 & 2 can
be found on p. 3.
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HOW TO WORK WITH THE ACTIVITIES ON PP. 1 & 2

GOAL:

Students:



learn about some new Irish pop stars;



practise reading;



practise using the present continuous.

READING TIPS
•

The first time you read, don’t worry about understanding everything. Underline or circle important words you don’t
understand and find them in the Vocabulary box on p. 4 or in a dictionary.

•

Break into pairs or small groups, and have each read about just one or two of the pop stars. Then teach the others
about your pop stars. Use your own words.

•

After you finish reading, tell a friend everything you remember about the three different pop stars. Use your own
words.

TASKS 1–3
•

Do the extra activities on p. 2. You can do them one by one or separately in a random order.

•

You can do Task 1 alone or work with a partner. One person can look at the sentences and the other person can look at
the article. You can also try closing the magazine and answering the questions without looking, then use the article to
check your answers.

•

After you finish Task 2, write some more sentences about Smoothboi Ezra. You can find more information on the
internet. Try to write some sentences with their name, and some sentences with they/them pronouns. Practise when
to use the singular and plural forms.

•

After you finish Task 3 you can do it again with different partners. You can also think of a real pop star you like and
imagine you are them. Do the interview again as that pop star, but don’t say your name. Your partner tries to guess
who you are.

Teachers ordering a class subscription receive the following free teachers’ package: a magazine,
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A Calendar for
Teachers

A Magazine
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You can subscribe to Ready
magazine at a better price
through your English teacher.
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VOCABULARY
folk music [ˈfəʊk ˌmjuːzɪk] lidová hudba
playlist [ˈpleɪlɪst] seznam (hraných)
skladeb
3 alone [əˈləʊn] sám, samotný
4 fan [fæn] fanoušek
5 to agree [əˈɡriː] souhlasit
6 to rock out [rɒk] pařit (na hudbu)
(hovorově)
7 performance [pəˈfɔːməns] představení,
předvedení
8 songwriter [ˈsɒŋraɪtə(r)] skladatel písní
9 to joke [dʒəʊk] vtipkovat
10 to tap [tæp] poklepávat
11 to break up [breɪk] rozejít se
12 service [ˈsɜːvɪs] služba
1
2

VOCABULARY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

folk music [ˈfəʊk ˌmjuːzɪk] der Folk
playlist [ˈpleɪlɪst] die Playlist
alone [əˈləʊn] allein
fan [fæn] der Fan
to agree [əˈɡriː] zustimmen
to rock out [rɒk] abrocken (ugs.)
performance [pəˈfɔːməns] der Auftritt,
die Performance
8 songwriter [ˈsɒŋraɪtə(r)] der Songwriter
9 to joke [dʒəʊk] scherzen
10 to tap [tæp] mit den Füßen den Takt
schlagen
11 to break up [breɪk] sich trennen
12 service [ˈsɜːvɪs] die Dienstleistung
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